Clever wheel and tyre solutions for tractors
Agricultural tractors · Compact tractors · Orchard tractors
Mountain tractors · Single axle tractors

We join forces with market-leading tractor
manufacturers and their OEM importers
across Europe to deliver clever wheel and
tyre solutions matching the diversity of
the European market.
Our speciality is compact tractors and
dual wheels for agricultural tractors, but
our know-how covers other types of
tractor as well.

`` Specialised steel wheel manufacturing and fitting setup for both high and low production volumes.
`` Niche know-how in dual wheels and compact tractors ensuring a well-proven standard range and development
of bespoke designs.
`` A total supply solution approach, driving excellent just-in-time deliveries and great service.

starco.com/tractors

Bestsellers

Dual wheels
STARCO specialises in dual wheel
systems for small tractors and large
agricultural tractors and is known
for our clamp-on system.

Compact tractors for
various purposes

Wheel kits for compact
tractors

`` Ground care, turf and golf
courses
`` Agriculture and horticulture
`` Municipal services
`` Property maintenance
`` Industrial

Both bespoke solutions and the
standard range of wheel kits
ensure:
`` Better tractor performance
`` Improved end-user experience
`` High durability
`` Ability to change between 2 or
more kit-sets to adjust to the
season and use

Steel wheel manufacturing
Highly competitive and flexible
steel wheel manufacturing with
certified OEM quality standards for
low or high volumes – standard,
made-to-measure and dual wheels.

Our ISO 9001 and ISO 14001
certified Croatian factory produces
more than 1,000,000 wheels a year,
from 3-inch pressed wheels to 54inch spun wheels.

All steel wheels manufactured by
STARCO are e-coated to prevent rust
and corrosion and can be painted in
any colour.

STARCO – a Kenda company
We have been a pioneering force in the wheel and tyre industry since 1961. Today, we develop, manufacture and deliver clever wheel solutions. Our specialty is low and high-volume
standard and bespoke complete wheels for a wide range of applications – from the smallest wheelbarrow or trailer, to large agricultural or industrial machines and implements.
Our headquarters is in Denmark, and we have factories in the UK, Croatia and China, as well as sales, fitting and distribution centres all over Europe.
STARCO is part of the Kenda Group, that is one of the world’s leading tyre and tube manufacturers with factories all over the world and has 11,000 employees globally.

Learn more at starco.com
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